
Berlitz Calgary Learning Centre New location
Berlitz Calgary moves to a new location in downtown Calgary to better serve its corporate clients and
individuals for language training. 

CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA, February 3, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Berlitz is excited to
announce a new location for its Calgary Learning Centre right in the middle of Calgary’s downtown
core at 311-6th Avenue SW, Suite 250. The Berlitz Calgary Learning Centre has been delivering
quality language learning to the city for years and this new location will only help in solidifying Berlitz
Calgary position as the company to help individuals and business optimizing their language learning
experience. 
The Berlitz Calgary Learning Centre is not your average language school. Where many language
schools seek to jam as many people into one class room with an overwhelmed instructor and a tired
lesson plan, Berlitz has always put learning of the language first. The Berlitz customer is always first
and no matter what your needs are when it comes to learning a new language, Berlitz has the
program and the professional staff to accommodate. 
Emrah K. Oyman, Director of Berlitz Calgary, came to Calgary because of the potential Berlitz had to
make a positive impact on the surrounding businesses in the city. “After teaching and working in the
Markham Ontario Learning Centre, I was presented with the opportunity to come out to Calgary as
Director. It was an easy choice,” he said. “Calgary is a great city. We have people from all walks of life
coming through our centre. I particularly working with the global corporations in helping their staff to
learn a new language, to watch how it affects their daily operations and to know that I was a small
part of their success.” 
As the premiere provider of language training and intercultural services, Berlitz Calgary is the place
for individual and corporations to come if they are looking for an innovative and effective approach to
learning a new language. No matter the skill level or the desired language goals, we pride ourselves
on meeting the clients needs and prepare them for success in the new global environment. “We are
not just a place to learn a language. Berlitz is so much more,” said Oyman. “People come here to
learn language skills and within that they also learn communication skills, intercultural skills, and
management training. We pride ourselves that when a Berlitz learner walks out our doors they
understand that communication goes way beyond languages and is qualified to speak with
confidence.”
If you are an individual or business seeking a competitive edge in the world, the Berlitz Calgary
Learning Centre located in its new offices in downtown Calgary will help you achieve those goals.
Whether you want to learn in private, in a group, or take advantage of our virtual lessons programs,
Berlitz Calgary can tailor a language training program that suits the needs of its clients. Berlitz
Calgary has a team of professional instructors from around the world that are fluent in the language
you need. Whether you want to teach your kids Chinese, learn French for a corporate presentation, or
take a beginner Spanish class for that two-month long stay in Spain, Berlitz has the solution that will
teach those language skills in the fastest and most effective way. This is the guarantee you get with
Berlitz premium service. 
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